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   EXCEL CIVILS ACADEMY 
DAILY CURRENT AFFAIRS 

                                                           Date: 26-10-2020 

 

1. Consider the following statements regarding  PM SVANidhi scheme: 

1) This scheme is launched by Ministry of Housing and Urban affairs(MOHUA). 

2) The main of the scheme is to provide affordable loans to street vendors. 

     Select  the incorrect answer from the codes given below: 

     a) 1only                               b) 2only                                 c) Both 1 and 2                        d) Neither 1 nor 2 

 

2. Consider the following statements about Indo-US 2+2 dialogue: 

1) The 2+2 dialogue is the highest-level(Ministerial) institutional mechanism between India and the 

USA that brings together the perspectives of the two countries on foreign policy, defence and 

strategic issues. 

2) India is having such dialogue only with USA. 

      Which of the statements given above are/is correct? 

       a) 1only                          b)2only                              c)Both 1 and 2                              d)Neither 1 nor 2 

 

3. No mask no service' policy is launched by which one of the following countries? 

     a)Pakistan                  b)Bangladesh                              c)Srilanka                                         d)Maldives 

 

4. Consider  the following statements regarding FATF Grey list: 

1) A country put in grey list may face economic sanctions from World Bank,IMF and ADB. 

2) Being in grey list will not have impact on bilateral and multilateral trade. 

     Select the correct answer from the codes given below: 

     a) 1only                             b) 2only                           c) Both 1 and 2                            d) Neither 1 nor 2 

 

5. Consider the following statements in the wake of International snow leopard  day: 

1) International Snow Leopard Day is observed on October 25th to raise awareness on protection of 

snow leopards. 

2) This day is observed to endorse Bishkek declaration on the conservation  of snow leopards . 

     Which of the given statements are correct: 

     a)1only                                     b)2only                           c)Both 1 and 2                            d)Neither 1 nor 2 

 

6. Consider the following statements regarding Essential commodities act: 

1) This act allows government to regulate  prices of perishable goods in an extraordinary situation of  

uncontrollable price rise. 

2) Recently Government invoked provisions of this act on onions because of their increase in price. 

Select the incorrect answer from the codes given below  

       a)1only                               b)2only                             c)Both 1 and 2                            d)Neither 1 nor 2 

 

7. Golan heights is located in which one of the following countries? 

     a)Israel                           b)Egypt                                             c)Syria                                           d)Jordan 

 

8. Consider the following statements about International  Labour Organization (ILO ): 
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1) It was established by the treaty of Versailles.  

2) It meets three times annually  at Paris. 

      Which of the given statements are correct: 

      a)1only                             b)2 only                                     c)Both 1 and 2                        d)Neither 1 nor 2 

 

9. What is the recent evidence which is proved scientifically related to Indus Valley Civilization ? 

      a)Horticulture                        b)Dairy production                      c)Sericulture                        d)Hydroponics 

 

10. PM Narendra Modi launched Kiran Suryodaya Yojana in which of the following states? 

       a)Rajasthan                             b)Jharkhand                           c)Haryana                                      d)Gujarat  


